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Discourse XVIII
Followers of  the Way,  true sincerity  is  extremely difficult  to  attain,  and the Buddha-

Dharma is deep and mysterious, yet a goodly measure of understanding can be acquired.    I ex-
plain it to you exhaustively all day long, but you students give not the slightest heed.    Though a
thousand times, nay ten thousand times you tread it under foot you are still in utter darkness.    It
is without a vestige of form yet distinct in it’s solitary shining.    Because your faith in your self is
insufficient you students turn to words and phrases, and from them create your understanding.
Until you’ve reached the half century mark you continue dragging your dead bodies up blind al-
leys and running about the world bearing heavy loads on bending shoulder poles.    The day will
come when you’ll have to pay up for the straw sandals you’ve worn out.”

Yesterday I used the koan Kyogen’s Tree to explain a little bit about this first phrase in
the text today, “True sincerity is extremely difficult to attain.”    That to manifest the true activity
of heart is not a simple thing.    What is the meaning of Bodhidharma coming from the west?
This question, what true tenet, what true idea is this question pointing towards?    It should go
without saying that the meaning of Bodhidharma coming from the west is this true sincerity, this
true activity of heart.      If you forget even this basic idea, even (the meaning of) these basic
words, and you are studying koans, it isn’t the true study of koans.    

We can say it even more simply and say that the meaning of Bodhidharma coming from
the west is to manifest true love.    But what is this true love?    In Buddhism we have various
ways of describing this.    We could call it your original face.    We can call it your true nature, or
your Buddha nature.      If you manifest your perfect, complete activity of mind, then you have
completely transcended having doubts, or not having doubts, completely transcended thinking.    

And Rinzai is saying here in the text when he talks about students not giving the slightest
heed it means that they have not seen clearly in to this principle.    What Rinzai is saying here is
that even in Tathagata Zen for example we use this phrase “your original face,” and people go
around saying this phrase, but they don’t really know what it means.    

We can temporarily name the activity which forms your self, the activity of mind.    And
this great cosmos that is our home, this great cosmos that we are living in, it also has the activity
of mind as its content.    It is existing with the activity of mind as its content.    Every single exis-
tence that has appeared, every single existence that has been born here, whether it is an ant, a
butterfly, or a plant, they all possess a home.    And it should go without saying that this home,
this place of residence of existences is the great cosmos.    Existences take one part of the great
cosmos, they limit the great cosmos and make that limited portion of the cosmos their body.
Every single thing that has appeared, every single thing that has bee born is making one part of
the cosmos its home.

It is a basic tenet of Tathagata Zen that inevitably, without fail, existences will mature,
grow and develop until they make the entire great cosmos their home.    Everything that appears
appears as an incomplete thing.    Whether it’s an ant or a butterfly or a fish or a bird or an ani-
mal, of course human beings are the same. All of these things appear incomplete, imperfect.
But we also say very clearly that every single thing also will without fail manifest the perfect
self.    Even a plant, even an ant, even a snake, even a bird, all these things will without fail mani-
fest the perfect self.    This means that they will manifest the complete activity of mind.    

And in Tathagata Zen we name this complete condition, this perfect condition the activity
of zero, or the activity of emptiness.    Whether it’s a human being or an animal, or a fish or a bug
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or an ant or a plant, when they do the activity of mind which is the complete activity of mind
then we can say they are doing the complete, perfect dharma activity.    It’s necessary for you to
do this activity we call thinking in a deep, deep way in order to grasp what I’m saying.    Any-
body, if you really think about it, you will think that it certainly is not the case that ants are the
same as birds, or birds are the same as animals.    But, the complete activity, the complete condi-
tion, whether it’s an ant or a fish or an animal, or a plant, or a bug, this complete activity is the
activity of zero, its the activity of emptiness, so everybody, hearing this, probably you can see
where I’m going (you can catch on to what I’m trying to say).    But most people since you can’t
see the complete condition of an ant, you can’t see the complete condition of a snake, or a butter-
fly, or a fish, or a bird, so most people will doubt whether this complete perfect condition actu-
ally ever occurs.

So, a butterfly will inevitably make a home for itself, make itself into a silk worm (a co-
coon), and when it makes itself into a cocoon, then it can rest.    Because human being or animals
can’t do this activity of making themselves into a cocoon, they don’t know what it means to rest
from the activity of existing.    But, if I get into the details of that it will become a very long talk,
the main point is that no matter what kind of existence it is, every existence will manifest the
condition in which it no longer needs to do the activity of existing.    So, what I’m telling you is
that if you understand it in this way then everybody can understand what it is for a butterfly to
grow and develop and then transform itself in to a cocoon.    Everything will eventually make for
itself a complete perfect home.    This is the manifestation of the body of emptiness.    

When a cocoon is made, then without fail that cocoon will break open and the butterfly
will come flying out.    And even a butterfly when it reaches the point where it no longer needs to
do the activity of existing, it will fall down dead.    Whether it’s a bird or an animal, whatever ex-
istence it is, when it reaches the point where it no longer needs to do the activity of existing, of
living, it turns around and manifests the activity of dying.    And then it will manifest a self which
no longer needs to do the activity of dying.    And this is what we call the arriving at the state of
liberation.    And the condition of no longer needing to do the activity of living, for living things,
is what we call the condition of salvation.

In Tathagata Zen we teach you very strictly that as a human being there are two condi-
tions you must manifest: the condition of being saved, and the condition of not needing to be
saved.    But human beings, maybe you can say it’s because their desire is so strong, or you can
say that they’re stuck on their egos so strongly, but once they reach this state of salvation they
think that that’s enough.    If you read the newspapers you can read peoples testimonials.    Every-
one is shouting about their own salvation, “I was saved!    I was also saved!”    And that’s just
great.    

But in Buddhism we say it is not enough.    How is it that you should become free from
this condition of salvation.    It’s fine to be saved, it’s fine to experience salvation, but unless you
can become free from salvation then the wisdom which knows your origin, the wisdom which
clearly sees in to your very source will escape you.    The perspective of Buddhism is to say that
true peace of mind for human beings only comes when you are able to manifest both the wisdom
which understands what it is to do the activity of existing, and also the wisdom that understands
what it is to do the activity of not existing.    

What I’m saying, especially for those of you who are here wearing koromo, wearing the
monk’s robes; what is it to study Zen?    To study Zen is to manifest the wisdom which under-
stands freedom, understands the freedom from the activity of living, and freedom from the activ-
ity of dying.    

But in general on hearing this people will probably think, “I don’t really care what Bud-
dhism says!    I just want to be saved.”    But that is the cause for endless war in this world.    For
people who think, “Just dealing with my own activity of living is more than enough.    I don’t
have any interest in understanding the activity of dying.”    (They will never know what dying is.)

It’s the same actually for men and women, but I want to especially caution the men.    It
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seems like it’s really easy for men to just think, “It’s fine for me just to do living.    I don’t have
any interest in the activity of disappearing.”      Women are actually a little different than men.
Women have this way of looking at things which says, “I must become a mother.”    When you
become a mother finally you know what it really means to be a woman.    When a woman be-
comes a mother finally she very clearly understands that it is not enough to simply understand
living, that she also must learn to manifest the wisdom which knows dying.    This is something
which comes in to being more clearly, more strongly for women than men.    We call this the
mind activity, heart activity of compassion.    We say that the activity which forms the self is the
activity of heart, the activity of mind, but it isn’t until this very activity of mind which is forming
the self gives rise to the deed of compassion that the wisdom of compassion comes up for the
self, and it isn’t until that occurs that people have peace of mind. (Better translation:    “It isn’t
until the wisdom that knows we must do compassion arises that the self  can know peace of
mind.”)    

So even men must give rise to the heart of compassion in order to attain their own salva-
tion, there own pace of mind.    What I’m saying is that you can see a lot of men who just throw
their own children away, and they seem perfectly okay with that.    That is a grave mistake. In the
old days it would have been inconceivable to hear of a woman throwing away her child, but I
don’t know about nowadays, nowadays culture seems so topsy turvy that maybe even women
abandon their children.    Even animals, even a dog or a cat will defend its own children.    If it’s a
female dog or a female cat she will stake her very life to defend her children from being attacked
by other animals.    Originally we have this compassionate heart.    Originally we have this heart
which will protect our children.

Even if we talk about compassion, in Buddhism we analyze compassion in to two differ-
ent sorts of activities, and we name one the activity of karuna, and one the activity of maitri.    So
it is actually difficult to talk about even compassion.    

It’s very important to really manifest the wisdom that understands this basic principle of
what is true salvation and what is true liberation, what is doing the activity of living and what is
no longer needing to do living, what is doing the activity of dying and what is no longer needing
to do dying.

According to Buddhism human beings can do something that animals can’t do. They can
do this activity of compassion.    They can do this activity of manifesting the wisdom which un-
derstands to do living until living no longer needs to be done, to do dying until dying no longer
needs to be done.    But human beings who have this deep wisdom have used their wisdom to cre-
ate culture, and it seems as if the purpose of this culture is simply to make human existence more
comfortable.    But we can say probably, pretty safely, that animals and birds and such don’t have
culture.    But look at birds.    They don’t just abandon their young.    They don’t knock their own
eggs out of their nest, and then go flying around to enjoy themselves.    But these days you can
read about all kinds of problems, you can read about drug problems, and problems of mothers
who think, “children are just a hassle,” and the mothers themselves abandon their children.    Our
culture has advanced to such a degree that we’ve even figured out how to abandon our children
before they’re born.

Rinzai is clearly confessing here that all he does is explain over and over again to his stu-
dents about this perfect, complete activity of heart, but they don’t give the slightest heed to it.
They don’t even turn their ears in his direction.    

The next part in the text is a real pain to try to talk about.    I’m not sure how it’s trans-
lated into your English.    It goes, “though a thousand times, nay ten thousand times you tread it
under foot you are still in utter darkness.    It is without a vestige of form yet distinct in it’s soli-
tary shining.”      So I would like to hear the English of this part once more, (because it is impor-
tant), “without a vestige of form yet distinct in it’s solitary shining.”    It’s very easy to misunder-
stand what’s meant by this so I guess I have to talk about it.

The activity of heart, the activity of mind, never manifests itself in a sloppy or haphazard
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way.    As I always tell you this thing we call the activity of mind is formed from two mutually
opposing activities of plus and minus.    But these two mutually opposing activities of plus and
minus are not acting with will.    Without any will the female activity which gives rise to woman,
and the male activity which gives rise to man are acting and forming this condition we call mind.

I just told you that plus and minus do not work in a sloppy, haphazard way, they never
veer off the principled activity that they are doing, but what exactly is this activity?      Without
seeing clearly in to this principle then you can’t know what he’s really getting at in the text.    

The plus and minus activities, the male activity which gives rise to man, and the female
activity which gives rise to woman, are acting will-lessly.    But, they are acting within one place.
They are making the same place their home.    The thing that Rinzai is emphasizing here in the
text is that although plus and minus are acting without will they are acting together in one home,
in one place of residence.    When he says “in utter darkness, without a vestige of form,” this utter
darkness without a vestige of form is a condition in which there is no thinking, “This is a self,”
or “this is not a self.”    “This is myself,” or “This is not myself.”    There is no self which has
consciousness yet appeared in this condition.    (It is simply plus and minus acting without will.)

The condition that he’s speaking about is the same as the condition of a child appearing
within the womb of his or her mother.    The child is doing the activity of plus and minus without
will within its mother’s womb.    There is nothing to think about.    There’s no theorizing to be
done other than this.    “Without a vestige of form, yet distinct in its solitary shining,” there’s
nothing  clearer,  there’s  nothing  more  obvious  than  this  activity.      This  child  appears  in  its
mother’s womb.    There are no thoughts of existing or not existing, of being matter or not being
matter,  of being substance or not being substance.      (missing from the tape,  something like:
Then the child grows bigger and begins to move, but only the mother knows this.    The father
cannot know.”)    The situation of the child within the womb of the mother is the most pure con-
dition.    It’s a condition beyond good and evil.    But as I was just saying as the child gets bigger
and begins to move then the mother joyfully knows that her child is alive and tells the father,
“Hey, I felt it move!”    And then the father filled with pride says, “Oh, that’s great news.”    I
think that that is probably what happens.    But the child of course doesn’t have any of these kinds
of thoughts.

What Rinzai is saying here    is that this child is completely pure.    It is completely be-
yond any good or any evil.    If you can really catch the understanding of what Rinzai is saying
here, then you will know for your self that originally there is neither good nor evil.    But human
culture teaches lots of different things.    Human beings seem capable of thinking almost any-
thing, and so we have teachings such as, “People are the children of sin,” and people are led
astray by this kind of thinking.    But look at animals.    Look at birds.    They don’t have human
culture to worry about.    You don’t see a bird flying around thinking “I’m a bad bird,” or “I’m a
good bird.”    It’s only human beings that have culture that are tied up by thoughts of good and
evil.    

What Rinzai is saying here is that certainly human beings need culture in order to make
human society, but without knowing this basic principle they simply become cultured people, of
culture and they lose the wisdom of this basic principle (they lose the wisdom of what the true
nature of being human is).    What he’s saying is that people of culture are being controlled by
their culture.    They are being controlled by their thoughts of being a good person, or being a bad
person (by thoughts of God and the devil.    Controlled by the world of words. 名句上)    He’s
saying that people are always coming up with new and different ideas, new and different ways of
explaining what is good and what is evil, and then are controlled by those ideas.

Now you’re listening to teisho, but the moment teisho is over you’ll revert back to your
person of culture, civilized self, and start being tied up again by whatever cultural definitions of
good and evil you have (that is to “turn to words and phrases and from them create your under-
standing 名句上に向いて解を生ず。”） But if you are a dog or a cat then you don’t have to
worry about that kind of thing.    It’s only human being who are tied up by all these different
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names, all these different ways of thinking about these things.    They carry their culture on their
backs.    We are out of time so that’s all for today.
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